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By Meghan ClancyMeghan Clancy, Reynolds Honors Program graduate, UVA student

The Reynolds Honors Program may be in its infancy, but it has
wasted no time fostering exceptional graduates: meet Pelayo
Malgareo. He graduated from Reynolds in the Spring of 2017 and is
currently studying Economics at Columbia University in New York
City.

When asked how the Honors Program prepared him to take on an
Ivy League he responded, “[Reynolds Honors Program] prepared
me well and allowed me to have a smooth transition. Courses like
Honors literature are similarly challenging to those I am tak ing now.”

This reflects the quality of preparation for transfer that Reynolds Honors students receive.
Malgereo attributes his confidence to apply to Columbia to mentorships and a fellowship he
had access to through Honors, stating, “The day I got my acceptance letter into the
[Honors] program, I felt motivated and inspired by the eagerness and loved that
[Reynolds] faculty, staff, and my peers were invested in the quality of the program.”

Malgereo offers advice to students with similar aspirations: “Do not be afraid of the price
tag. It is good to have options. Research scholarships, fellowships, and get involved on
campus.” Malgereo’s success is proof that the Reynolds Honors Program truly can be
where outstanding Honors students get started!

Pictured: Pictured: Pelayo Malgereo, Reynolds Honors Program graduate, Columbia University Economics student

About Reynolds Honors ProgramProgram

The Reynolds Honors Program has created a community of academically advanced,
intellectually curious learners. Our goal is to prepare students not just to transfer
but to excel. Smaller, seminar-style classes, dynamic faculty, and motivated peers
help students make the most of their time at Reynolds.

Reynolds Honors Program students receive:Reynolds Honors Program students receive:
• Substantial additional scholarship funds
• Competitive advantage on transfer applications
• Priority registration and smaller class size
• Invitations to special cultural and academic events
• Transfer agreements with both VCU and JMU Honors Colleges

To be eligible, students should plan to enroll in a transfer degree program (AA or
AS), have a 3.5 GPA, and place into college-level courses.

High school seniors can apply for High school seniors can apply for Fall 2019 Reynolds Honors Program admissionFall 2019 Reynolds Honors Program admission  byby
March 15 for early decision, or by June 30.March 15 for early decision, or by June 30.

reynolds.edu/honorsreynolds.edu/honors

Campus ToursCampus Tours

A campus tour is a great way to learn more about Reynolds. ScheduleSchedule a tour at one
of our campuses.

Parham Road Campus Parham Road Campus | Tours available each
weekday and begin at the Welcome Center.

Downtown Campus Downtown Campus | Tours available the third Friday of
the month and begin at the Enrollment Services Desk.

Goochland Campus Goochland Campus | Tours available the fourth Friday
of the month and begin in the Community Room (Room
109).

Reynolds is happy to host your group for a campus
tour. If you would like to bring a group of 10 or more
students, please complete our group tour request
form.
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